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“Karmic Reflections: Talking with Men and Nature” shows the
reader the reality of the reflections from the Mirror of Life are
not in sync with our fantasy: the Reality behind the Superficial
Appearance. We like to think and believe, but know not. Only a
few possess the inner knowledge which leads to Wisdom. Karmic
Reflections points a light on the reality behind the Superficial
Appearance.
This book leads the reader back into contact with one’s own
essence of Life. The presented stories act like reflections from a
mirror which show how to open up for reality in order to reach
self-realization and subsequently enrich one’s Inner Strength.
The stories deal with the essence of Nature. Nature is able to teach and tutor us what we need to
know. Pauline and John communicate with Nature by means of energy. This is done by posing
questions and by listening to answers in silence. They enjoy Nature by communion without any
prejudice. By doing so their own truth is complemented and supplemented with Nature’s Truth; the
Truth of the World of Energy that lies nor fantasizes.
By reading Karmic Reflections one is provided a unique peeping hole into Life and is presented with
the possibility to have a clear sight on one’s own Life.
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